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Papists. The Commons professed a like enthusiasm, but they showed themselves as dilatory and grudging as could be; while they bickered with the King about money and recruiting and army appointments, the flame licked up Protestantism in Ulster and spread through the length and breadth of Ireland. They can hardly be blamed. They were quite sure that Charles would use any army he obtained to reverse all that the Long Parliament had done. He probably had no immediate intention of so doing, but no one could calculate what might happen when a victorious army returned home in a year or so from reconquered Ireland. There was no calling Strafford from the grave, but Pym and Hampden and Essex might join him there. A situation had arisen with which no constitution could deal. Men had utterly ceased to trust one another, there was no stability, no assurance that achievement might not be followed by defeat. And Parliament had fixed the penalty of defeat: it was death.
The struggle for army control was complicated by the struggle over the bishops. A considerable Royalist party was forming in the Commons. London was inventing the nicknames of " Roundhead " and " Cavalier."
Cromwell was beginning to become prominent in the Commons, though he was nearly shouted down for a disappointing speech about the bishops. He saw no necessity for bishops to be so rich. He contradicted t^e argument that to abolish them was to undermine the class-system. Bishops could go, while the gentry remained the gentry. Cromwell was in Pym's camp, with his kinsmen Hampden and St. John. He was slow to recognize that another was forming.
The split was defined by the Grand Remonstrance, a vote of no confidence in King Charles's government, or his sincerity in maintaining the concessions wrung from him. Cromwell told Falkland there would be little trouble in getting it passed. It was noon when the final debate began, embittered by bad news from Ireland and rumours of a

